Validation of a closed head injury model for use in long-term studies.
To study pharmacotherapy of traumatic brain injury in rats, a modified closed head injury model was used that expresses clinically relevant features including intracranial hypertension and morphological alterations. Long-term survival under ethically acceptable conditions would greatly improve its clinical relevance. To ensure this goal with great reproducibility, the experimental protocol was adapted, in particular the impact-acceleration kinetics. Variations in impact-acceleration conditions were obtained by modifying the stiffness of the impact site and changing the height of a 400 g weight dropped from 51.5 to 31.5 cm (51.5/400; 31.5/400). Impact and acceleration were measured with a force sensor incorporated in a rigid dummy-rat and an accelerometer mounted on the platform onto which the animals are positioned. Significant correlation was shown between impact and acceleration. Accelerations obtained in rats were significantly lower than those in the dummy. Unlike the 51.5/400 group, in the 31.5/400 group no mortality or cranial fractures were observed. In both groups intracranial pressure rose to pathological values immediately after trauma and remained elevated longer than 24 h. Diffuse axonal injury developed in all groups and remained present for at least 7 days. By reducing the impact-acceleration conditions, post-traumatic complications were diminished, while the clinically important features were maintained.